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Description: Grab ya Pimp cup and land you a beat with lil' jon, Skeet, Skeet, Skeet! Kicks: 35 Snares: 26

Claps: 20 Hi Hats: 19 Percussion: 33 Specs: Size on disk: 6MB Samples included: 133 Genre: Crunk File

type: .wav Format: Downloadable .zip File Compatibility: Hardware: All AKAI MPCs, Yamaha Motifs, Korg

Tritons, Roland Fantoms, Ensoniq ASR-10 & ASRX, and most other professional samplers. Software:

Cubase, Fruity Loops, Sony ACID, Reason, Pro Tools, Apple Logic, Kontakt, Intakt, Garage Band,

Reaktor, Recycle, Cool Edit, Cakewalk Sonar, Sound Forge, Nuendo, Halion, and most other established

audio programs. Licensing Agreement: Overview: The sound samples recorded within our products

remain the property of Yollo Productions LLC and are licensed, non-exclusively, to you for use on your

sampling and hard disc recording equipment. Yollo Productions LLC reserves any other rights not

expressly granted to you. All lending, renting, copying, duplicating, trading or reselling of this product or

its contents (also modified contents) is strictly prohibited. You also cannot upload or download this

product, or any of the sounds on it, to any database, BBS or server. The right to use enclosed sounds is

granted to the original end-user of the product (Licensee) and is NOT transferable. What you can and

cannot do with the contents of our products: 1. You can use them in any type of music production, for

example: making records, remixes, commercials, and jingles, soundtracks for films, theatre, musicals,

computer games and multimedia. You may modify the sounds. 2. They can NOT be used for making

music or sounds that will be licensed or sold as Library Music, Sound Clips, or other Sampling products.

The individual sounds cannot be used on their own as music, background noises, or Sound FXs in

computer games, multimedia productions, etc. They are only to be used as material for producing music.

Licensor will not be responsible if the contents of this disc and/or .zip file do not fit the particular purpose

of the Licensee. The sounds provided are licensed "as is" without warranties of any kind. All rights

reserved. Neither the producer, nor Yollo Productions LLC, nor any distributor of Yollo Productions LLC

products can be held responsible for any direct or indirect or consequential loss arising from the use of

this product in whatever form.  2007 Yollo Productions LLC
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